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Introduction
I With voice biometric authentication (VBA)

being such a promising field in secure au-
thentication [1], it is important to consider
user’s perspectives of the authentication and
see how it compares with other methods and
understand if perceptions around VBA need
to change.

Research Questions
I Which user-based authentication mecha-

nism could facilitate trust establishment be-
tween user and technology from the user’s
perspective?

I Which trust evaluation model can be em-
ployed for flexible measurement of trust?

I Based on the model are users willing to trust
voice biometric authentication?

Literature
Here is a taxonomy of the four main au-
thentication methods covered by the study:

Here is a taxonomy of common knowl-
edge based authentication attacks:

Here is a taxonomy of common bio-
metric based authentication attacks:

Trust Model
Here is the trust model we used to answer our research question and build our survey around [2]:

Research Method
We used design science so we could it-
erate back at any point. Here is the
slightly altered method we used to be
more for research rather than engineering:

Example Questions
Here is the questions we built our survey with,
using each aspect of the trust model:
I Availability - Is available to the user when

needed, is widespread and is a common ex-
ample of other authentication techniques.

I Security - Is not easily hacked, is not easily
tampered with and is able to differentiate the
user with a degree of accuracy.

I Usability - Is it easy to use, is it easy to learn
and is accessible to different needs such as
disability.

I Privacy - Does it protect their privacy from
others, does it prevent others from seeing
users data and does it allows the user to re-
main anonymous.

I Reliability - Perform as expected by the user,
perform the same each time and continue to
perform as expected.

I Experience - Used it many times before,
used similar methods, or use different meth-
ods often.

I Verification - Provides the user with feedback
for correct authentication, an error or set-up
correctly.

I Knowledge - of the method itself, of the
authentication process works and why it is
used.

I Propagation - good experiences, bad experi-
ences or just their general perception of the
method reputation.

Data Analysis
We used the Kruskal-Wallis test [3]:
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Participants
I 60 participants took part in the study, aged

between 18-60, 46 were male and 14 were
female from around the university campus.

I 5-10 minutes. All English speakers. Be-
tween September 2020 to October 2020.

Results
15 of the 27 questions were found to
have a statistical significance between them.

Conclusion
I We discovered that each method shows

some establishment of trust however, it is at
varying degrees.

I We also discovered that compared to other
authentication methods, users would be
inclined to trust methods such as PINs
over voice biometric authentication. Hence,
users would have to trust voice more than
knowledge-based factors such as PINs for
voice biometrics to be considered their pre-
mier choice for authentication.
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